
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of animal health.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for animal health

Liaise and collaborate with internal stakeholders including marketing, sales ,
technical and regulatory teams to create, plan and implement marketing
activities, working closely with external agencies to develop marketing
material including advertising and POS material
Lead the sales cycle program and sell in promotions and campaigns to the
sales team
Leverage digital platforms whenever possible as part of promotional
initiatives and maintain these platforms on an ongoing basis in conjunction
with internal and agency partners
The Senior Strategic Account Manager, Animal Health will also be assigned
other duties and tasks as required from time to time
Manage all CRM projects (new implementation or scheduled upgrades) based
on the needs identified (in conjunction with IT and the Global CRM Team
regarding scheduled upgrades
Collaborate with marketing and sales, to identify and define workflow
processes that provide efficiencies in the delivery of customer needs and to
maximize customer relationships
Collaboration with other teams (as CRM Area Expert) to ensure alignment of
specialized internal projects (Computer Systems Validation, data warehouse,
database managements, CRM cubes, Samples, and compliances) with global
processes
Manage the maintenance and updates of the CRM database integrity,
territory alignment tool and other data warehouses needed to provide robust
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Manage CRM training initiatives and liaise with training resources to find
creative solutions to increase CRM usage and compliance
Provide analytical support and assistance to peers (Business analyst,
reporting developer etc) in understanding the different data sets
(CRM/Cubes) to use them effectively in strategic recommendations or visual
insights

Qualifications for animal health

A degree is Veterinary Science would also be beneficial
Support Crop Science and Animal Health sites as the expert for Production
Value Flow Management
Develop and implement business plans within nominated key national and
state based accounts
Build, manage, utilise systems of control, to manage the investment tracking
and monthly accruals of trade spend within budget
Utilise sales and market data to build and implement effective customer sales
strategies that drive mutual profitable sales results within key accounts
Identify and maximise sales profits on new business opportunities


